Hiding Work inside Folders

I try to hide things from students so that 1) they can't go where they're not supposed to go, and 2) to keep things clean. Perhaps I'm behind you, but I think I've found a solution to my dilemma: 1) Hide only the folder that contains pages and 2) don't give it a name.

On the left below is my main folder. The contents of my hidden folder are on the right (and it doesn't have a name). As long as I don't provide a link in my main folder to a page in my hidden folder, the students can't dig around in my hidden folder. Right now I don't have "Chapter 01 SG Answers" active in my hidden folder, but I could. (See "What You Think Is Done in Secret Might No Be in Angel.") I don't have a link in the main folder to the last item.

When the student clicks on "Day 1", it opens the "Day 01" page and the folder doesn't show up on the Breadcrumbs.

Name the folder "<!- [space] -->", which is the HTML comment. I've also tried two spacebars and sometimes Angel will allow it and sometimes it won't. It depends on how Angle feels when you "Save." If Angel won't hold, it defaults to "Untitled" and the folder will show on Breadcrumbs (see below), but students won't be able to get in because it's hidden. They'll just get an error message page. I don't want them to see the folder!

If you type underlines, it will show the underlines and Breadcrumbs. The goal is to appear seamless.